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Logging On 

 

 
 

Oak Desktop is accessed by way of the Launch pad at www.oaktrading.com. 

 

 

 

After you’ve clicked on Oak Desktop, the Oak Desktop login page appears. Enter your username and 

password and click Login.  
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Layout 

Your basic layout consists of a Quoteboard, a Workspace order book, a Working Orders order book, a 

Completed Orders order book, a Fill Summary, a Waterfall, an Order Panel, Buy and Sell buttons, and an 

account list. Additional features, like an Optionboard, a Spreadboard, and an Account page, are also 

available.  
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Quoteboard 

The Quoteboard is where you enter quotes. There is no limit to the amount of quotes you can enter on a 

Quoteboard, just as there is no limit to the number of Quoteboards you are allowed. There are two 

different views to the Quoteboard: Box and Row. 

Box View 

In Box View, each contract displays its Open (O), High (H), Low (L), Last (L), and Net Change (^).  

 

Row View 

In Row View, each contract displays Bid Quantity, Bid price, Offer price, Offer Quantity, Open, High, Low, 

Last, Net, Last Volume, and Total Volume. 

 

Box view is the default view. To switch from box view to row view, right click on a blank box, select View, 

then Row. To switch from row view to box view, right click on a blank row, select View, then Box.  
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Add a Futures Contract 

To add a futures quote to your Quoteboard, right-click on a blank box or row and select Add Contract, or 

double left-click on a blank box or row.  

  

The Add Contract box appears. Type in the contract symbol, month symbol and year, and click Add. The 

contract you entered appears in the box you right-clicked on.  

  

 

Contract Search 

To search for contract symbols use the “Build” feature in the “Add Contract” window pictured in the 

image above, bottom left side. Click build and then enter a contract description to the “Commodity” 

field to pull all results. Look through the list for the appropriate exchange and for pit vs electronic 

symbols. Symbols are listed on the left of the results.  

*Please note that Oak Desktop will still only display electronic bid and offers 
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Meta Contracts 

A user can enter contract symbols that will roll over after a contract expires. The symbol for these 

“Meta” contracts is “$”. The $ replaces the year when adding a contract, example ES$ or ZC$1. When 

you list $ you are pulling the first listed contract month. By adding 1-9 after the “$” you will pull that 

corresponding month from the first listed month. Example If May13 is the first listed month for corn 

then listing ZC$2 will pull ZCU3. This is because “U3” is the 2nd month listed from May13. 

 

Add an Options Contract 

To add an options quote to your Quoteboard, right-click on a blank box or row and select Add Contract, 

or double left-click on a blank box or row. Type the contract symbol, month symbol and year, space, and 

then P for put or C for call and the Strike. Click Add. 
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Add a Spread 

To add a spread quote to your Quoteboard, right-click on a blank box or row and select Add Contract, or 

double left-click on a blank box or row. Type in the two legged exchange symbol, which is done by 

putting the two futures symbols together with a dash in-between. Click Add. Most contracts are pulled 

by listing the lead month then deferred. The FX and Comex floor are pulled by deferred month. 

  

 

*the equity spreads have a special set up. When pulling the quote you list the lead month first as seen 

above. When looking at the price you can see that it is priced to the deferred month. So you will be 

buying or selling the spread based on the differed contract* 

Add Multiple Contracts 

To add multiple contracts of the same or differing contracts, right click on a blank box or row and select 

Add Contract, or double left click on a blank box or row. The Add Contract box appears. Type in the 

contract symbol, month symbol and year for one contract, then a semi-colon, then the contract symbol, 

month symbol and year for the next contract. Click Add. 
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Build Contracts 

To add multiple months of the same contract, right click on a blank box or row and select Add Contract, 

or double left click on a blank box or row. The Add Contract box appears. Click Build. Type in the 

contract symbol in the Commodity field, type in the month from which you want to start in the From 

field, check off the Months you want to view, and select the Count. The Count correlates to the months 

you want to see. If you select four months, your Count is four. You must check off the From month.  
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Remove Contract 

To remove a contract, right click on the contract you wish to remove and select Remove. 

  

Add a Quoteboard 

To open an additional Quoteboard, go to File, then New, and select Quoteboard.  

 

The New Quoteboard box appears. Its default title is Quoteboard2. Retitle it, or leave it as is, and click 

Ok. 
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The new Quoteboard appears as a tab next to your default Quoteboard. Switch between them by 

clicking on the tabs. You can only view one Quoteboard at a time. There is no limit to the amount of 

Quoteboards you can add.  

 

 

Optionboard 

To create an Optionboard, go to File, then New, and click Optionboard. The Optionboard Properties box 

appears. Enter the contract symbol, month and year, and click the green arrow button to bring up the 

contract strikes. The list of available strikes for that contract appears. You can select all of the strikes, or 

only a few, by left-clicking on a strike, then holding down your Shift key, and left-clicking on another 

strike. Click Ok. There is no limit to the amount of Optionboard’s you can add.  
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Spreadboard 

To create a Spreadboard, go to File, then New, and click Spreadboard. The Spreadboard Properties box 

appears. Type in the contract symbol in the Commodity field, type in the month from which you want to 

start, check off the Months you want to view, and select the Count. The Count correlates to the months 

you want to see. If you select All months, your Count is twelve. Click Ok. There is no limit to the amount 

of Spreadboard’s you can add. 
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Account 

To view your Account information, got to View, and click Account. The account page lists your Open 

Trade Equity, Long Option Value, Short Option Value, Balance, Liquidating Value, and Margin Excess for 

yesterday’s settlement and today’s current. It also lists the orders currently in your account. You can 

view a summary of these orders by checking off Summary, or you can view each order individually by 

checking off All. This page updates every five minutes.  
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Waterfall 

The Waterfall shows the ten best bids and the ten best offers for the contract you have chosen. In 

addition, it displays an Order Panel and a Mini-Chart. The Mini-Chart covers a span of three minutes and 

is updated every two seconds.   

 

Open a Waterfall 

To open a Waterfall, you must first add a contract to your Quoteboard. Once the contract is added, 

right-click on it and select Details. 
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The Waterfall appears to the right of your Quoteboard. You can have several Waterfalls open 

simultaneously. They appear as tabs at the bottom of the Waterfall.  

 

Home, Caption, Volume by Price 

There are three buttons to the top left of the Waterfall. The Home button, the Caption button, and the 

Volume by Price button. 

  

Home 

Clicking on a price on the Waterfall highlights it in green. You may click on a price that is far off the 

market. Clicking the Home button highlights the Last price. 

 

Caption 

The Caption button labels each column of the Waterfall.  
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Volume by Price 

The Volume by Price button lists the day’s volume for the most active prices.  

 

Order Panel 

The Order Panel displays quick order entry buttons, as well as the contracts Open, High, Low, Last, Delta, 

Last Volume, Total Volume for the contract you are viewing. Furthermore, it displays an order quantity 

field, the number of positions you have on for the contract, and your Profit and Loss for those positions. 

 

Mini-Chart 

The Mini-Chart covers a span of three minutes and is updated every two seconds. Buy orders that you 

have placed will appear as blue dots on the chart line, while sell orders that you have placed will appear 

as red dots on the chart line. 
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Mini-Chart Properties 

The Waterfall properties are alterable. Right click on the grey area above the mini-chart and click 

Properties.  

 

The Order Panel Properties box appears. Left-clicking on one of the buttons in the Button Panel, like the 

Sell button, removes it from the panel. Dragging one of the buttons from the Available Buttons list and 

dropping it on a location adds it to the panel. You can also uncheck Show Mini-Chart if you do not wish 

to view the mini-chart, and you can change the number of seconds it updates from two to whatever 

number you’d like. Click Set as Default for the changes to affect each further Waterfall you open for 

other contracts. Click Ok to accept your changes. Click Cancel to cancel them.  
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Order Books 

There are three Order Books and a Fill Summary that are defaulted to the layout. The books are the 

Workspace book, the Working Orders book, the Completed Orders book. These books are essential to 

order management.  

 

Workspace 

The Workpace book lists orders that you created but have not sent to the market. Workspace orders are 

strategies that you wish to place once the market hits your parameters.  It shows the Contract, Price, 

Buy or Sell, Order Type, Quantities, and Oak-Time-In-Force.  

 

You can modify an order by clicking the pen icon to the left of the Contract field, or Cancel the order by 

clicking the red X to the right of the Oak-Time-In-Force field.  
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Working Orders 

The Working Orders book lists orders that are currently working at the exchange. It shows the Order ID, 

Contract, Price, Buy or Sell, Order Type, Quantities, Oak-Time-In-Force, and Status. 

 

You can modify an order by clicking the pen icon to the left of the Contract field, or Cancel the order by 

clicking the red X to the right of the Oak-Time-In-Force field. 
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Completed Orders 

The Completed Orders book lists your edits, your fills, your cancels, and your cancel replaces. It shows 

the Order ID, Contract, Price, Buy or Sell, Order Type, Quantities, Oak-Time-In-Force, and Status. 

 

Right-clicking on a completed order allows you to Show Details, Acknowledge Fills, and Copy it to either 

a Workspace or Parked order book in order to enter it again. Acknowledging an order will turn it from 

neon green to light green. Show Details will create a tab next to your Quoteboard tab and show the 

details of the order. 
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Fill Summary 

The Fill Summary shows just your fills. It will group buys of the same contract and sells of the same 

contract.   

 

Right-clicking on a filled order allows you to Acknowledge and Show Orders. Acknowledging an order 

will turn it from neon green to light green. Showing orders will ungroup orders and show additional 

details.  
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Parked Orders 

While it’s not possible to create parked orders on Oak Desktop, you can still view and place the parked 

orders you have created on Oak Web by opening a Parked Orders book. To do so, click on View, then 

Order Books, then Parked Orders. 

 

 

A Parked Orders book will be tabbed along with the Workspace book. It will list your parked orders. You 

can modify and send an order by clicking the pen icon to the left of the Contract field, or Cancel the 

order by clicking the red X to the right of the Oak-Time-In-Force field. 

  

Opening an Order Book 

You may accidentally close an Order Book. To open a new one, go to View, then Order Books. Click on 

the Order Book which you need to open. It appears as a tab along with an order book that is already in 

place. 
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Order Summaries and Fill Summary 

The Order Summaries and Full Summary group orders by contract, buy and sell, price, and status. To 

open an Order Summary, or a Fill Summary, click View, then Order Summaries, or Fill Summary.  
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Account List 

If you are trading more than one account, you will need to create an Account List.  

Add an Account 

Click on the Account List button located to the left of the account dropdown, or go to View and Account 

List. 

 
The Account List appears. Your main account is defaulted in the list. To add an account, enter your three 

digit office code, a dash, and then your five digit account number in the field. Click the green arrow 

button to add the account. There is no limit to the number of accounts you can add. 
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Delete an Account 

To delete an account from the Account List, bring up the account list and left-click on the account so it’s 

highlighted in dark blue. Then right-click on it and click Delete. A confirmation window appears asking if 

you are sure you want to remove the selected account. Deleting an account from the Account List does 

not mean it is deleted from our back-end system. The account can be added back to your account list at 

any time. 

 

Account Dropdown 

After you’ve closed out the Account List, go to the dropdown menu and click the down-arrow. The 

accounts you just added will be listed. Switch from one account to another by clicking on them. You can 

only view one account at a time.  
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Logging Off and Saving 

To log off, click on File, then Exit. 

 

The Layout Confirmation screen appears. Click on Yes, save my layout to save any changes you’ve made 

to your layout. Click No, don’t save my layout to not save your layout. If you do not save your layout, 

your working orders for the day will still be working. Click Cancel, go back to go back to Oak Desktop. 

 

If you clicked Yes, save my layout, you are prompted to save the file in you’re My Documents. Name it 

and click Save.  
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Next time you log in, check off Load Last Layout, if it’s not checked off already.  

 

You can also save your layout without closing the platform by clicking Save Layout, or Save Layout As. 

You can reset your layout to its original properties by clicking Reset Layout. And you can save your 

Quoteboard by clicking Save Quoteboard. Saving your Quoteboard is different than saving your layout 

because only your Quoteboard will be saved, not your Waterfall or Order Books. You can further open a 

layout or Quoteboard by clicking Open Layout and Open Quoteboard. Clicking Refresh Books will refresh 

your Order Books.  
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Customization 

The features on Oak Desktop can be rearranged.  

Quotes 

 A quote that is entered in one square or row can be moved to another square or row by left-clicking on 

the quote, holding it, and dragging it.  

 

 

 
Quoteboard 

To rearrange a Quoteboard, click on its tab, hold it, and drag it. The Quoteboard will remain stationary 

until you place it, but you will drag a blue shade in its shape. A cross appears in the middle of the 

Quoteboard. Move your mouse to the section of the cross that you want the Quoteboard to be placed. 

It will fit in that section. Release the mouse to drop it in.  
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Waterfall 
To rearrange a Waterfall, click on its tab, hold it, and drag it. The Waterfall will remain stationary until 

you place it, but you will drag a blue shade in its shape. A cross appears in the middle of the Waterfall. 

Move your mouse to the section of the cross that you want the Waterfall to be placed. It will fit in that 

section. Release the mouse to drop it in. You can place Waterfalls anywhere, including side by side and 

on a dual monitor. 
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Workspaces 

To rearrange a Workspace, click on its tab, hold it, and drag it. The Workspace will remain stationary 

until you place it, but you will drag a blue shade in its shape. A cross appears in the middle of the 

Workspace. Move your mouse to the section of the cross that you want the Workspace to be placed. It 

will fit in that section. Release the mouse to drop it in. You can place a Workspace anywhere. You can 

group Workspaces together so that you show once Workspace at a time.  
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Order Entry 

There are three ways to place a trade on Oak Desktop.  

Buy and Sell Tickets 

To place an order using a Buy or Sell ticket, first click on the contract you want to trade. The Buy and Sell 

tickets correlate to the Quoteboard, not the Waterfall, so the contract you want to trade must be 

highlighted on the Quoteboard. Then click either Buy or Sell.  

 

The ticket appears as a Limit at the market. Click Submit Buy to send it right off. If you’d like to make 

adjustments. You must change the price manually. You can change from a Limit by using the dropdown. 

You can change from a Day order by using the dropdown. If you change from a Day to a Good Till Date, 

you must select the date using the drop down.  

  

   

Order Panel 
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The Order Panel has four ways to buy and four ways to sell.  

Buy MKT and Sell MKT 

Clicking Buy MKT or Sell MKT brings up a line above the order buttons that allows you to Submit, 

Modify, or Cancel. Clicking Submit sends the order to the market. Clicking Modify brings up an order 

ticket. Clicking Cancel cancels the action of placing an order. If you do not click Cancel, the order sits in 

your Workspace book. You may change the order types by clicking the down arrow next to MKT.  

  

 

Take Offer, Hit Bid and Join Bid, Join Offer 

Clicking Take Offer, Hit Bid, Join Bid, or Join Offer brings up a line above the order buttons that shows 

the market price and allows you to Submit or Modify. Clicking Submit sends the order to the market. 

Clicking Modify brings up an order ticket.  For Limit orders, there is no Cancel button. If you X out of the 

order, it sits in your Workspace book. You must cancel it there.  
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CXL All and Go Flat 

Clicking CXL All cancels all working orders.  Clicking Go Flat closes out your working orders.  

Waterfall 

You may use your mouse or your keyboard’s arrow keys to place trades on the Waterfall. If you are 

going to use the arrow keys, you must first click on a price so it’s highlighted in green. You can then 

navigate the prices using the up and down arrows. Left-click or left arrow buys. Right-click or right arrow 

sells. Each click adds a contract. If you use the mouse, you must click on the colored columns. Clicking on 

a price will not place a trade. Left-click on the blue column to buy. Right-click on the red column to sell. 

If you left-click on the red column, a buy order will still be placed. If you right-click on the blue column, a 

sell order will still be placed.  

 

Your orders are first placed in the Workspace. Left-click on them and drag them into the Working 

column. They are now working at the exchange. Those using the arrow keys must use the mouse at this 

point. 

 

You may cancel replace an order by left-clicking on it and dragging it up or down within the column.  
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You can cancel an order by double right-clicking on it.  


